
So you want to be a data scientist? 
Along with the growth of the relatively new technology of big 
data came the new job title “data scientist.” While not tied 
exclusively to big data projects, the data scientist role does 
complement these projects because of the larger breadth and 
depth of data being used.

The data scientist represents an evolution from the business 
or data analyst role. The formal training is the same, with a 
solid foundation typically in computer science, mathematics, 
modeling, statistics and analytics. The data scientist also needs 
strong business acumen, tied to the ability to communicate 
findings to both business and IT leaders in such a way that it can 
influence how an organization approaches a business challenge. 
A good data scientist will not just address a business problem, 
but will also pick the problem that has the most value to the 
organization.

Good data scientists are able to apply their skills to achieve a 
broad spectrum of results. 

Some of these include the ability to:

•  Find and interpret rich data sources.

•    Manage large amounts of data despite hardware, software 
and bandwidth constraints.

•  Merge data sources.

•  Ensure consistency of data sets.

•   Create visualizations to aid in understanding structured and 
unstructured data.

•  Select mathematical models using the data.

•   Visualize and present insights and findings to specialists, other 
data scientists and, if required, to a business audience. 

Data Science master classes
Get your competitive insights from SAS Netherlands

The skill sets and competencies that data scientists employ 
vary widely. Data scientists are an integral part of competitive 
intelligence, a newly emerging field that encompasses a number 
of activities, including high-performance analytics and data 
mining that can help businesses gain a competitive edge.

Thomas Davenport and D.J. Patil brought the data scientist 
into the national spotlight in their October 2012 Harvard 
Business Review article “Data Scientist: The Sexiest Job of the 
21st Century.” Job trend data from Indeed.com confirms the 
rise in popularity for the position, showing that the number of 
job postings for data scientists increased by 15,000 percent 
between the summers of 2011 and 2012.

To master the different aspects of the data scientist’s role, SAS 
Netherlands offers a series of master classes. We welcome 
anyone who is interested in getting advanced insight into 
data science analytical and data management techniques and 
competencies. The complete series gives data scientists a 
competitive edge in their profession, and can be booked as a  
bundle. 

Besides this program of master classes SAS offers an extensive 
learning path, including certification. More information can be 
found on sas.com/nl/ds or ask for a personal introduction from 
our education department.

“ Simply hiring expensive data scientists isn’t 
enough. To create real business value with data 
scientists, top management must learn how to  
manage them effectively.”

Source:  MIT Sloan report Getting Value From Your Data Scientists

www.sas.com/nl_nl/events/Masterclasses/home.html


     Data Preparation and Data Quality for Analytics
Mihai Paunescu    12-13 Oct., two days, € 1.650
This session teaches you how to build powerful data marts  
for analytical modeling and data science in an efficient way.  
You learn about the ecosystem for analytic data preparation  
and the role of the data scientist in this environment.

    Strategies and Concepts for Data Scientists  
and Business Analysts

Catherine Truxillo    18-20 Nov., three days, € 2.475
In this master class, you gain the skills a data scientist must have  
to succeed in today’s data-driven economy. Learn about 
visualizing big data, how predictive modeling can help you find 
hidden nuggets, the importance of experiments in business,  
and the kind of value you can gain from investing in analyzing 
your unstructured data.

   How to Realize ROI From Predictive Models
Karin Gruijs-Vodde    3 Dec., half day, € 412,50
This master class inspires and provides practical suggestions on 
how to calculate, interpret and present the performance of your 
analysis. We will discuss real-life situations, calculate various cases 
and map these to your own practice.

    Explaining Analytics to Decision Makers:  
Insights to Action

Jeff Zeanah    7-8 Dec., two days, € 1.650
Success in analytics means getting your work applied. Getting 
your work applied means getting your work understood. 
Getting your work understood means using a different set of 
tools than those you used to develop your work. Wouldn’t it be 
nice to have a framework for explaining analytics that is just as 
methodological? This class provides an explicit framework and 
process to get your work understood.

Additional and advanced topics
In addition to the main program we have scheduled the classes  
Text Mining and an advanced class Analytics in a Big Data World 
for the more advanced professionals.

   Text Analytics and Sentiment Mining Using SAS® 
Goutam Chakraborty    23-24 Nov., two days, € 1.650
This hands-on master class takes a comprehensive look at how to 
organize, manage and mine textual data for extracting insightful 
information from large collections of documents and how to use 
it for improving business operations and performance.

   Advanced Analytics in a Big Data World
Wouter Verbeke    11-13 Jan., three days, € 2.475
In today’s big data world, many companies have gathered huge 
amounts of customer data about marketing success, use of 
financial services, online website usage and even fraud behavior. 
This master class helps clarify how to successfully adopt recently 
proposed, state-of-the art analytical and data science techniques 
for advanced customer intelligence applications.

Data Scientist 
Offerings in 2015-2016

Data Science master classes 
The main program is about data preparation, data quality, 
visualization of big data, predictive modeling, return on  
investment and explaining analytics to decision makers.



Experts

Mihai Paunescu is a Senior Analytical Consultant 
at SAS Austria with a focus on predictive 
modeling and forecasting projects in the 
banking, insurance, retail and logistics industries. 
He has experience working with companies 
such as REWE, Adidas and Siemens. During his 

seven years with SAS, he has implemented solutions from fraud 
detection, probability default estimation, marketing campaign 
optimization to passenger forecasting.

Catherine Truxillo, PhD, is Manager of the 
Analytical Education Department at SAS US.  
She has been writing and teaching courses  
in advanced analytics using SAS for 14 years.  
In addition to writing many courses in 
specialized topics in advanced statistical 

methods using SAS, she is author of the Business Knowledge 
Series course Strategies and Concepts for Data Scientists and 
Business Analysts. Catherine has served on advisory boards for 
professional certifications in advanced analytics, including 
INFORMS’ Certified Analytics Professional (CAP) and SAS 
Certified Statistical Business Analyst, and holds both certifications.

Karin Gruijs-Vodde is a Senior Technical Trainer 
at SAS Netherlands with more than 15 years of 
experience in customer intelligence. Before 
joining SAS, Gruijs-Vodde worked at several 
large companies that have millions of customers 
and even more data. Her data analysis goal  

is to maximize value for the customer by using quantitative 
methods and knowledge. She specializes in data analysis, data 
mining and database marketing.

The complete course outlines can be found at: sas.com/nl/ds

Jeff Zeanah is President of Z Solutions Inc.  
Zeanah served as an Analytical Consultant for 
more than 20 years. His approaches have been 
applied in areas as diverse as improving 
manufacturing processes, analyzing market 
research, tasting wines, nutritional research, 

controlling river flow, fraud detection and sizing electric.

Goutam Chakraborty, PhD, is a Professor  
of Marketing at Oklahoma State University.  
He has presented numerous programs and 
workshops to executives, educators and 
research professionals all over the world. 
Goutam’s research has been published  

in many scholarly journals, such as Journal of Interactive 
Marketing, Journal of Advertising Research, Journal of 
Advertising, Journal of Business Research, and Industrial 
Marketing Management. He co-wrote the book Contemporary 
Database Marketing.

Wouter Verbeke, PhD, is an Assistant Professor  
in business informatics at the University of 
Brussels (Belgium). His research is situated  
in the field of predictive analytics for business 
applications, such as customer relationship 
management and credit risk modeling. He 

teaches several courses on information systems and advanced 
modeling for decision making to business students, and regularly 
tutors courses on credit risk modeling and customer analytics to 
business professionals.

www.sas.com/nl_nl/events/Masterclasses/home.html


Registration 
To register for one of the classes please visit our website:  
sas.com/nl/ds 

If you would like to book the bundle (all classes) please  
send an email to opleidingen@sas.com. Please see  
sas.com/nl/ds for the most accurate information and prices  
or contact us directly.

Location
SAS Netherlands
Landgoed Oud Bussem  
Flevolaan 69, Huizen
The Netherlands

Language
All master classes are delivered in English.

More information?
Give us a call, send an email or view our website:

 +31 35 699 69 99  |  opleidingen@sas.com  |  sas.com/nl/ds 

Follow us on: linkedin.com/company/sas-opleidingen

SAS OPLEIDINGEN 
Grow with us
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